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Key commissions
Things happen rapidly in enterprise zones. Herefordshire’s ‘greenest’ architectural practice,
Architype, has picked up the prestigious £6-million commission to design Herefordshire
Council’s new Records Archive, which is expected to be one of the showpiece buildings on
the new Skylon Park Enterprise Zone (formerly Rotherwas Industrial Estate). It will occupy a
site close to the western approach to the park, at the corner of Holme Lacy Road and Fir
Tree Lane. And at the society’s March meeting, EZ vice-chair Neil Kerr confirmed that RRA’s
‘teetering Skylon’ structure would be erected in the centre of the roundabout at the
northern end of the new Rotherwas Relief Road. In a separate development in May, the EZ
board announced that Mark Pearce, formerly with Advantage West Midlands, is to become
Skylon Park’s Managing Director. Following a restricted-entry competition and public
consultation exercise, the board has invited London-based Studio Egret West to provide
further detailing for its successful EZ masterplan entry. 

Curious delay
Details of Sanctuary Housing’s proposed Urban Village are mysteriously thin on the ground;
despite the fact that a cleared site has been standing idle in Conningsby Street for more
than two years, and the housing association was given this prestigious job nearly four years
ago. Sanctuary says that lead architects have still not been appointed and a spokeswoman
was unable to say whether this major city development – it will total around 800 dwellings,
of which 280 are to be affordable - would be tackled as a single entity or planned as small
‘community clusters’.

Butter market hiatus
As with the Sanctuary story (see above), frustratingly little progress seems to have been
made in implementing Austin-Smith:Lord’s competition-winning design for the

refurbishment / modernisation of Hereford’s Butter Market (selected in June 2011; reviewed
in the winter 2011 edition of HCS News – see www.herefordcivicsociety.org.uk). This is in
spite of the announcement last November by Hereford Futures of a joint development
arrangement with Wrenbridge and Trebor. According to Cllr Blackshaw, the location of the
temporary trading space which the market’s existing traders will have to be moved to
during the refurbishment cannot be revealed because of ‘commercial considerations’. 

But we are assured all is set for a completion by December 2013.

Hereford at the V&a

The current V&A exhibition ‘Heatherwick Studio: Designing the Extraordinary’ (until 30 Sept)
is a retrospective devoted to one of Britain’s most innovative design studios, whose work
bridges the worlds of industrial design and architecture. On show are such diverse projects
as the new London Routemaster bus, commissioned by Mayor Boris Johnson; images of the
UK’s award-winning pavilion at the 2010 Shanghai Expo, the 20m-high Seed Cathedral; an
ingenious retracting footbridge spanning the Grand Union Canal at Paddington, which coils
itself up like a roll of lino; and scale models for a 3,000 sqm. six-storey multi-faith
community centre on a site off Belmont Road. To have a Heatherwick design proposal in the
V&A is one thing; to get it built in Herefordshire is quite another. Looks a wonderful
exhibition – go to www.vam.ac.uk and look at current exhibitions.

air raid anniversary

Many can recall the German bombing of parts of the Rotherwas Munitions Works; its 70th
anniversary is on 27th July this year. A small glimmer of encouragement for the idea of
some form of permanent memorial to the 22 workers who died in that raid - and the
3,000+ other Rotherwas munitions workers – was contained in a recent Council Press
notice announcing the commissioning of a Feasibility Study to consider creating a small
‘Heritage Quarter’ within Skylon Park.

Preface…………
Members gathered around a small pagoda in High Town on

Saturday 23rd June to share with residents their views of
the City, all part of a nationwide survey organised by our

national body. For results of the survey see opposite page
“Civicwatch”. Essentially we’re proud of our City. There was some
discussion on the delays to the submission of the Local
Development Framework, and the decoupling of the Transport
Plan from the Core Strategy. The Transport Plan should be
prioritised which would inform the Core Strategy. It is hugely
important that our long term plans are lodged with the Planning
Inspectorate and we continue to lobby for action around a proper,
sensibly prioritised, plan. 

At two recent meetings with new cabinet member Graham Powell, regarding the Broad
Street area improvements, we emphasized the need for an overall city approach – not just
Broad Street. We seek quality but with value, minimal signage and easy access for all to
move about the city. Our preference is to see the Government funds of £2.8 million spent
on improving the many junctions in the area, with improved paving providing an overall
theme to the City. At a later date, when funds allow, the streets in between can be
completed. Consider the dangerous and unclear crossing in East Street where Church Street
crosses it. Surely that should be included within the works?

In this edition our respected local historian, David Whitehead, writes lyrically about walks
around the environs of Hereford. Then we have members David Thame, John Faulkner and
Nick Jones’s acerbic and insightful comments, together with others, all contributing to the
debate about the built environment.

John Bothamley chair
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News

FRont PagE ImagE:
Whitebourne Hall, near Bromyard, by E.M. Elmslie (1860-62)

Contributors
John Bothamley – chair HCS, architect developer and chair of charitable grant making trust;
living in Herefordshire for twelve years.

John Faulkner - retired Chartered Civil Engineer where he managed major projects. Chairman of
the Society 2003-2006

Nick Jones –living in Herefordshire for 30 years, initially in a barn conversion of his own design
and latterly in the city; a lifetime’s involvement with architecture and the environment

Andree Poppleston – her love of history began at college in a French medieval town, retirement
provided time to study, and care for, the city she calls "home" 

Hubert Porte – Vice Chairman HCS. Retired ENT surgeon, who has grown to love Hereford in the
18 years he has lived here and wants its charm and heritage to be appreciated 

Keith Stanley - respected journalist with a Guardian honed approach to social issues – sometimes
described as a champagne socialist 

David Thame - writer on commercial property, retail and regeneration for 24 years. He regularly
appears in Estates Gazette, the journal-of-record of the UK property industry; lives in Lingen,
Herefordshire, and writes here in a personal capacity.

David Whitehead – Founder member of HCS, historian and author, secretary of the Woolhope
Club

 
  

We offer comprehensive legal advice to a wide range of clients both locally and across the UK.  Our 
committed legal team includes members of specialist panels and solicitors with extensive experience 
in many areas of the law 

We can help with: 
 wills, lasting powers of attorney, tax planning, probate 

 commercial issues 
 employment law issues 

 buying or selling your home or business 
 property disputes 

 registering your land 
 prenuptial, separation and cohabitation agreements, 

 divorce,  children and family law 
......and much more 

For further information, please contact your local office: 
14 Broad Street, HEREFORD Tel: 01432 353481 

26a Broad Street, LEOMINSTER  Tel: 01568 616333 
1-2 Chancery Lane, HAY-ON-WYE  Tel: 01497 820312 

www.gabbs.biz 
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An annual survey to measure how proud people are
of where they live

PRITCHARDS MENSWEAR, 9 KING STREET
HEREFORD HR4 9BW

TEL: 01432 272346
EMAIL: SHOP@PRITCHARDS.CO.UK  

SHOP ONLINE: WWW.PRITCHARDS.CO.UK
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Civicwatch

and the result was a resounding
YES in Hereford

Civic pride is all about the positive feeling
people have for their local area. Civic Voice
believes we all have a part to play in making
our neighbourhoods places we can all be proud
of.

Civic Voice is campaigning to reawaken the
nation’s consciousness. Campaigning to stop a
major development or signing a petition.
Civicwatch is the civic movement’s annual
contribution to finding out how “civic” and
how proud we all are of where we live. The
results from Civicwatch are used locally by each
civic group and by Civic Voice to capture the
“civic state of the nation”.

On Saturday 23rd June members of Hereford
Civic Society asked these three questions, and
the results in Hereford were:-

QUESTION YES NO DON’T

KNOW

Are you proud of where you live? 

(Civic pride) 77% 14% 9%

Do you feel part of your local community 

(Civic connection) 63% 29% 7%

Do you feel as though your voice is 

listened to (Civic voice) 14% 65% 21%

Civic Voice will analyse the results on a national
level and prepare the national publicity. This is
about communities taking the lead and asking
the questions.

Chairman of HCS, John Bothamley, said he was
not surprised the majority of people asked like
the City but was disappointed, to see that
nearly 90 per cent of the over 200 people
questioned, replied that they felt their voice
was not listened to. “Of course surveys can be
highly subjective, but I found it a disappointing
day” he said. 

“There is this feeling of pride about living here,
but no confidence in the Council. That’s hugely
sad – at HCS we try to work with the Council
and are “Key Partners” with them on the Broad
Street Area Improvements. We’re doing our
best to ensure that maximum value is received,
that there are no more tripping kerbs and
signage is kept to an absolute minimum”.

“We believe we are listened to, and new
cabinet member Graham Powell was most
receptive about our concerns at a meeting on
Friday 22nd June. After consultation with
others he has the difficult job of making the
final decisions. Some will be happy, some not –
perhaps that’s why so many questioned said
that they “are not listened to”.

We are all prejudiced and think we know best –
sometimes the experts get it wrong – but
positive working together is the only way we
can make Hereford an even better place within
which to live work and play.”

autumn Programme

Working to our strap line of the forum
for the built environment we have an
especially varied programme for the
autumn.

See inside Amey’s builders’ yard and the
huge piles of salt ready for the winter;
hear from our local architects about
their work and much more – see the
panel on the back page for details. 
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After seven months work by Wm Powell & Sons, St Peter’s major internal refurbishment, costing a little over £400,000, was
unveiled at the end of May. Designed by Alex Coppock of Communion Design, there are striking similarities with RRA’s
transformation of All Saints in 1997 (Coppock once worked for Rod Robinson), notably the brave decision to elevate the
nave floor (now in honey-coloured oak boarding) above the original rather gloomy Godwin quarry tiles. The biggest
surprise, however, is the glass-sided ‘welcome deck’, set at right angles across the main porch of St Peters (always a rather
unfriendly entrance), with shallow carpeted steps and a disabled ramp leading directly into the nave. ‘Spacious, light and
welcoming’ sums up this outstanding transformation. Pop in to admire a brave and innovative way of keeping churches in
city centres part of the community.

Invitation We are always pleased to receive suggestions (or images) for topical items for inclusion in the ‘Hereford Now’
photo feature.

Hereford Now
St. Peter’s Church
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The Buildings of England: Herefordshire; Alan Brooks and Nikolaus Pevsner
(Yale University Press; 2012); £35

“I wonder what Pevsner has to say?” has been an oft-repeated query by countless
architectural devotees, travelling across the English landscape, for more than 60
years. Their curiosity was invariably satisfied, with erudition and straight-from-the-
hip criticism, by the man who devised the Buildings of England series, the late Sir
Nikolaus Pevsner, encouraged by the Penguin publishing group’s founding father,
Sir Allan Lane.

Yale’s much-enlarged Herefordshire volume is the work of Alan Brooks, who had
already completed two volumes on Gloucestershire and the revision of the
Worcestershire edition. The original volume’s 366 pages has grown to a 750-page
tome with 120 full-colour images. As the architectural journalist Colin Amery has
observed (of the transition from Penguin to Yale): “The inheritors of Pevsner have
exceeded his achievement with no compromises.” 

After a much-expanded introduction, the strictly alphabeticised gazetteer is
retained, succeeded by an extensive illustrated glossary, followed by invaluable
indexes covering architects & artists and places.

Alan Brooks is an assiduous researcher, uncovering many new gems that even the
Poirot-like professor failed to unearth on his car journeys through the county back
in the early 60s. Admittedly Pevsner didn’t hang about: he is said to have covered
the entire county in five weeks - on one day visiting 17 parishes. Alan Brooks takes
things at a more leisurely pace, covering the whole of Herefordshire in four years.
Compare, for example, the six pages which Pevsner devotes to Ledbury (describing
its central architectural feature – the Barrett Browning Memorial Institute – as
“really terrible”) to the Brooks edition’s 20 pages, with the Institute now seen as
“an effective foil to the Market House.” 

For industrious sleuthing, even when all visible evidence has been carefully
concealed by ‘the authorities’, Brooks deserves the Freedom of the City for
recording the discovery, in 2007, of the Bronze Age linear monument which came
to be known as the Rotherwas Ribbon.

Modern architecture is well represented in the new guide. There is Jamieson
Associates’ Left Bank complex; Smith Roberts’ quirky Kingstone group surgery; Rod
Robinson’s Dean’s Court, decorated with what Brooks terms ‘post-modern tower-
like excrescences’; Glenn Howell’s competition-winning Courtyard Arts Centre (‘a
sleek, modern, metallic design’); and a little-known pepper pot-shaped Folly by
Raymond Erith (Prince Charles’ favourite architect), completed in 1964 at Gatley
Park, Leinthall Earls and looking, the guide suggests, ‘like a stunted neo-Georgian
windmill.’ Sadly, none of Architype’s fine educational buildings make the cut,
although the practice’s own Twyford barn conversion is mentioned. But some
barbed, Pevsner-like phrases are reserved for the city’s more inferior modernist

offerings: Marks & Spencer’s High Town store is ‘huge and bland, with ugly
concrete dormers’, and our PFI-financed County Hospital is justly described as
‘synthetic’. Herefordshire’s post-war municipal housing stock, the author
concludes, is ‘particularly unfortunate’. By contrast, the Bath Street Magistrates’
Court, according to Brooks, is one of the city’s best modern buildings. But he is
unstinting in his praise (echoing the Master) for W.R. Lethaby’s All Saints,
Brockhampton: “…perhaps the most thrilling church in any country of the years
between Historicism and the Modern Movement.”

Herefordians have long been proud of their region’s natural beauty. ‘The new
Pevsner’ - as it will surely come to be known - confirms that this county has a rich
architectural legacy and “a rural detachment” which should also be celebrated. A
must for all our bookshelves. NJ

In Pevsner’s footsteps

Hereford Futures
annUaL SUmmaRY for 2011-2012

Hereford Futures, the organisation responsible for developing the Edgar Street
Grid, has published its Annual Review for 2011-2012. This 11 page docu-
ment sets out what the company feels it has achieved in the past year.  The

company is described as a “facilitator” with responsibility for preliminary work on
various projects before handing these over to developers or Herefordshire Council
(HC) for implementation.

HF has a staff of five. The Review begins with a short section on finance which ex-
plains that HF has an Operating Budget and a Projects Budget.  Both budgets are
met by or allocated via Herefordshire Council with funds from the Council or from
investments generated from property acquisition by Advantage West Midlands
(AWM) and handed over to the Council.  The Operating spend for the year was
£501,050 of which £355,050 came directly from HC and the rest from the Project
Budget; half a million seems rather a lot to cover costs of five staff and their over-
heads. 

No details or explanation are given of income and expenditure for project spend –
why this is omitted is not explained.

There is a long description of the work done on the £4 million Flood Alleviation
Scheme, which is not surprising as, apart from the hoardings, it is the first ESG as-
sociated project that we can actually see; and the benefits it has brought to prop-
erties in the city and in releasing land previously subject to flooding for further
development are considerable.

The protracted negotiations with Stanhope on the Old Cattle Market site are not
covered but there is a promise to review this when construction starts.  Details are
given on relocation of businesses from this site but nothing on the major unre-
solved problems in moving businesses such as the Post Office, the Police and firms
in the Station Approach area from the Link Road corridor.

On the Urban Village, the developers (Sanctuary) should apply for planning permis-
sion for the first stage of housing later this year, with construction starting in 2013.
Negotiations are in hand with Hereford United on developments at Edgar Street.
The Review goes on to describe the additional work that HF has taken on for the
Council in respect of infrastructure, the Buttermarket and the development of the
Blackfriars site for Hereford College of Arts. 

On infrastructure a much needed review of future requirements is in hand with the
utilities and statutory bodies.  This involves the setting up of an Infrastructure Strat-
egy Group, a City Infrastructure Capability Review added to which is, of course, yet
another “Vision” identifying all known future major developments – that should
produce paper if nothing concrete.

On the Buttermarket the reported position all seems very vague. As a result of
competitions, architects and developers have been appointed but HF and HC are
still ‘reviewing options’; there is no information on what these might be or when
we might actually see something happening.

If you want to read the report in detail go to www.herefordfutures.co.uk/latest_
news/index.aspx?np=/latest_news/futures-annual-summary-20

It is all rather bland with some major omissions in respect of finances, the long
standing problems on relocation of businesses affected by the Link Road, progress
on the Buttermarket and future programme dates. JF



When I came to Hereford in

1970 I was struck by the inti-

mate connexion between

the town and the countryside. From

any point in the city, a short walk took

you into some fine landscapes. As the

Hon. Secretary of the Hereford Civic

Trust from 1973-2003, I spent much of

my time writing letters trying to make

planners, councillors and citizens ap-

preciate this. Today in the light of the

in clusion of the Western Relief Road

(or perhaps, even an eastern one) in

the LDP, it seems that the campaign for

the green edge to the city needs to be

fought again; before a concrete girdle

tightens its grip upon the city, which

hitherto has enjoyed wonderful oppor-

tunities for ‘a green thought in a green

shade’. There is immense diversity in

every direction – water meadows to

the east; forest to the south; ‘cham-

pion’ farming to the north and gentry

landscapes to the west. All within

walking distance of the city. Here are

some of my favourite places, which are

definitely worth fighting for.

To the East – the Water Meadows

Based on Aylestone Hill for my entire work-

ing life, the Lugg Meadows could easily be

reached at lunch time, often with a col-

league who was keen on doing a bit of

botanising. During April or May when the

fritillaries were in bloom was a favourite

time or a little later when the yellow rattle

colours the meadows, just before it is cut

for hay. Following the course of the Lugg

Rhea, admiring the old pollards of crack

willows and locating the boundary stones

of the Liberty, adds an historic dimension to

the walk. Notwithstanding the proximity of

two main roads, there is still solitude to be

found here and it is depressing to think

that it could so easily have been dug-up for

gravel or been the course of Hereford’s

eastern by-pass; a threat that has recently

been revived.

Few people in Hereford recognise the Lugg

Meadows as a significant cultural land-

scape, and yet, versions of the Lugg Mead-

ows, often untitled, hang in every

significant art collection in the country. If

you approach the meadows from Whittern

Way, say up Grandison Rise – notice you

are in a gentry- landscape here with roads

named after local country houses and their

owners – you can cross to the site of Cox’s

Cottage to be found in Baynton Wood – a

sandstone outcrop, marked with a few

stunted trees with open views across the

meadows. The watercolourist, David Cox

(1783-59) lived here when he first came to

Hereford in 1814. Cox was already a well-

known artist when he moved to Hereford

from London, and according to his biogra-

pher Solly, he wishes to experience first-

hand, the essence of the Picturesque,

which had been publicised by two Here-

fordshire gentlemen, Uvedale Price and

Richard Payne Knight, in the 1790s.

From a low station near Baynton Wood,

Cox painted one of the iconic landscapes of

the 19th century – ‘The Lugg Meadows, Nr.

Hereford’, which, until recent times, was on

permanent display at the V & A. Cox has

gone out of fashion today, but in his life-

time he was compared favourably with

Turner. He found life in the thatched cot-

tage at Baynton Wood hard and moved

with his wife Mary and their five year old

son, David, to George Cottage in Parry’s

(Venn’s) Lane, but he continued to multiply

images of the Lugg Meadows, sometimes

introducing Goodrich Castle into the back-

ground! There are also many cottage

scenes, one of which can be located on the

fringes of Hampton Bishop, across the

Lower Lugg Meadows. Cox became fa-

mous for his low horizons and big skies,

often producing ‘Wind and Rain’ to intimi-

date the country folk who trudge across

the middle ground of his canvasses. The

Lugg Meadows provided inspiration for

these compositions, and with Cox’s star in

the ascendency – a well-attended exhibi-

tion was held in Birmingham three years

ago – Hereford should be celebrating the

meadows as a shrine to a great artist, not

trashing them with a ‘relief road’.

There are several well marked footpaths

across Lugg Meadows and Herefordshire

Wildlife Trust website has interesting infor-

mation. www.herefordshirewt.org and look

under ‘reserves’.

David has written five fascinating re-

flections about perambulations around

Hereford. These will follow during the

next year.
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RUS IN URBE  -  country in the city
David Whitehead   Hereford historian and author
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Dr D’s Diagnosis…………………

Almost every big urban redevelopment these days
includes a large element called “public realm.”
This fancy expression refers to the trees,

benches, thoroughfares, and often embraces chunks of
what was once called sculpture but is now called
“public art” (to distinguish it from “good art,” say the
critics, laughing). 

Almost invariably “public realm” plans include a new
public square, and from the way it’s often announced in
the local paper, you could believe a new Leicester

Square or Times Square was about to descend on your neighbourhood.  A
vibrant meeting place, a venue for outdoor performances – ‘it’ll be great’,
we‘re told.  More often than not the plan is published with computer-
generated images of thin pastel-coloured people, laughing and mingling in a
perpetually digital summer afternoon. 

Needless to say the Stanhope plans for Hereford’s Old Livestock Market
redevelopment are not deviating from this well-established route.  There’s to
be lots of new “public realm” at Widemarsh Gate (a kind of square) and
elsewhere.  If the scheme gets built - still no news on that British Land
funding deal? - it’ll soon be time to slim down, dig out our pastel t-shirts and
do some summer 2014 mingling. 

Developers and landlords have come to love the “public realm” over the last
decade or so.  Although they once regarded it as a tiresome nuisance - an
extra expense they could do without - they quickly came to appreciate it as
wonderfully useful. 

Invented by planners and architects, “public realm” was meant to dilute the
relentless retail offer. Words like connectivity and penetrability abounded in
those optimistic days.  But that changed - or lost its meaning - when
developers began to take control and “public realm” has been transformed,
at best, into a more or less appealing backdrop for their retail tenants.

“Public realm” now acts as a kind of civic drapery, a protective layer modestly
hiding the basic commercial reality, and developers wrap themselves in it
eagerly.  They will tell you they are spending £10m. or £15m. on “public
realm” as if it were a gift.  The truth is, of course, that they had to provide
connecting links between their shops anyway, whether it’s called public realm
or not.  Adorning these spaces with some trees, a chunk of ironwork, or a
soon-to-be-malfunctioning and litter strewn fountain is small change in an
£80-£100m development.

The fact is that in many of our towns and cities the only authorised use for
the “public realm” is to make your way from one shop to another.  They are
not civic spaces, and you, the public, do not own them.  Try holding a public
meeting there, or some impromptu street theatre, or even wait for your
friends in an untidy way in the wrong place, and you’ll soon see how civic and
shared these squares really are.  Private security guards will quickly make it
clear, I promise.

The deadening social effect of a town centre whose one and only purpose is
to get you to spend money is fairly obvious.  But, paradoxically, it also helps to
kill the very retail businesses our self-styled “regenerators” want to
encourage.  A bleak and functional business increasingly focused on the
exchange of plastic cards for plastic bags, retail is pared back to the basics.
The mix of experiences that made a day in town something to look forward to
is quickly annihilated.  Retail gurus try hard to put some magic and fizz back
into shopping - see Mary Portas’ efforts - but you can only do so much with
mood-music, clean paintwork and logos.  The truth is that without a real live,
chaotic, sociable town centre to impart human warmth to retail, Ms Portas is
painting a corpse.

“Public realm” was a lovely idea.  Now, in its current sterile incarnation, we
must hope we don’t get landed with too much of it in Hereford.

After two years dispensing sharp but healthy tonic, Dr D takes a break
and a new guest columnist will be in the consulting room for the next
edition.

David Thame writes for Estates Gazette and the Manchester Evening News.

60 Best Building Projects over 60 Years

Full colour supplement next quarter
Continuing the Jubilee enthusiasm next quarter (publishing 15th October 2012) we’re featuring – in a four page pull-
out – your choice of the area’s (Hereford City and environs) best building projects.  These can be new or
refurbishment/conversions.  Email your suggestions to jfaulkner@talktalk.com justifying them and giving their full
address and details in no more than 30 words and attach – if possible - a photograph.  It will be a collectors item.

Surely not in idyllic Herefordshire.

In the dusk on the top of Garway Hill, waiting for the
lighting of the Jubilee beacon, I was told, in hushed
tones – “it’s corruption”.

Somewhat taken aback, this unpleasant word upset
my positive mood about the monarchy and the
turbulent, and yet exciting times of Queen Elizabeth
II.

But the harsh words were aimed at the local council
and the recent selection of a master planner for the
Skylon Park, the new Enterprise Zone.  In a blaze of
publicity the umpteen potential designers had been
whittled down to just four.  In Hereford, on large
display boards, the four shortlisted practices showed
just why their own take on the project was the best.
And in true open government practice the great
British public were invited to comment, with a fixed
date by which they needed to submit their views.  

Now as it happens, a group of us barrack room
lawyers in my local pub bothered to access the stuff
on line, and there were many spirited debates over
many pints of beer.  We’re an eclectic lot including a
well qualified architect, a town planner of some
repute, and others with degrees, including the
University of Life.  I drafted our comments on the “on
line” response form, and printed it off to get my
mates’ final approval.  Our local Parish Council
Chairman was impressed that we had made such well
drawn comments and reminded us that this was the
“Big Society” at work?

I submitted it – we’d all enjoyed the involvement –
and looked forward to hearing of the final selection.

But my friend on the hill said it was all “done and
dusted” BEFORE the end of the consultation period.
The three failed practices had all received “sorry no”
notifications.

We felt let down by democracy.  So much for the
involvement of us locals, so much for the Big Society
and community involvement and – you guessed it –
not a local firm but a big London practice. KC
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Planning Matters……….
Current planning applications with full details can be found on www.herefordshire.gov.uk under the planning tab.  More
accessibly, we list them on our website and show below some of the letters written by HCS commenting on particular
applications.

To view plans on the web go to 
www.herefordshire.gov.uk

Click on Environment and Planning

Click on Planning

Click on Planning Applications

Click on Search and comment on planning applications

Enter Planning Application Number and click on Search

Criteria used when considering new planning
applications

Architectural merit

Suitability of the scheme 

Layout 

Design relating to use and functionality

Sustainability credentials 

Construction and detailing

Civic contribution

Broad Street Area
Improvements

As a ‘key partner’ in the sustainable Transport
Grant, some of which is for infrastructure
improvements, HCS has been in discussion with
new cabinet member Graham Powell.  He has the
unenviable job of making the decisions as to just
how to spend the £2.8million.  Our focus has been
to emphasise the need of value for money,
minimum signage and clutter, clearer road
infrastructure by junctions such as Church
Street/East Street, and no tripping kerbs.  We also
need a Hereford theme – but at a price that can be
delivered to improve as large an area as possible.

Our letter of 5th July to Councillor Graham Powell.

We have considerable reservations about the
proposals believing that Ben Hamilton-Baillie has put
to one side his shared space principals, and tried to
satisfied all interests resulting in a  muddled
approach.  This scheme shows a lack of ambition to
get to grips with the movement of people within
the City in a contemporary way, as seen within
Europe.

1. a contra flow cycle lane is entirely inappropriate
within a city centre.

• It encourages cyclists to travel quickly 

• It mitigates against the easy movement of
pedestrians across the street

• It can be dangerous with the opening of car
doors

2. 60mm kerbs are too small  and shouldn’t be
used at all

3. We acknowledge the need to avoid vehicle
parking in front of the Cathedral and suggest
that the physical obstacles could be in the form
of comfortable seating rather than simply
structures.

Our Society’s positive proposal is that the emphasis
should be on improving junctions, with a theme
throughout the city.  If this is to be the lozenge style
as proposed then, for the same cost, we could see
city wide improvemnets.  Broad St./King St.    King
St./Bridge St.    King St./Aubrey St.      Aubrey
St/West St.  West and East Streets/Broad St.    East
St./Church St.   At a later date, if funds become
available, then the streets between the junctions
could be improved.  

Trees to be included as drafted in the proposals.

As “key partners” in this proposal to Government
we look forward to seeing the results of the
consultations and the final proposals before they are
submitted.

10 Windsor St. Hereford. HCS objected to this
very small house, revised plans show increased
depth and improved detailing to front elevation.
First floor Left Bank Bridge St. Inappropriate
signage to first floor elevations. HCS wrote, but
consent was granted.
Our letter of 7th June 2012.
‘The HCS objects to this application which is,
essentially, an advertisement at first floor level,
within an historic street and on an acclaimed
modern building.  Consent could unleash a rash of
first floor advertisement applications across the city.
Whilst it is appreciated the proposed sign is discrete
it is a commercial advertisement.  The Society is
concerned that the Principal Planning Officer wrote
pre-application advice (1/2/12) ‘An option for this
elevation could be the use of removable window
graphics on the inside of the building’ AND the
Senior Building Conservation Officer wrote (28/5/12)
‘the proposed signage…achieves its object of
advertising the occupant’.  Shouldn’t Herefordshire
Planners be providing more sound and valid advice?
We propose that this application should be refused’

Hereford Rail Station
HCS has been in discussion with Network Rail over
the design for the new lifts to be added to the listed
bridge.  NR will not be attempting to replicate the
existing stone and brickwork precisely.  Instead they
are drawing up plans for a simple enclosure with
brick bases up to six or seven feet high with timber
cladding above.

Victoria House - A tale of two halves

McCarthy and Stone, adhering to National Policies,
came up with a reasonable scheme for 44
retirement flats.  It is near the City for access on
foot, and its construction could see the creation of
44 dwellings.  Planners agreed.  They asked for
some cosmetic changes but neglected to deal with
the lack of affordable units in the style of those on
Ledbury Road.  Councillors did consider these points
and overturned the planning officer’s
recommendations.  McCarthy and Stone will likely
appeal.

A group of St Nicholas residents regard Victoria
House as a valuable piece of historical heritage.  It
was designed and built for a great man by local
men with Arts and Crafts influences.  But it has
suffered greatly through the years to comply with
the demands of its occupants.  To bring it back to its
original state would be costly, and when it is usable
once more, it will need to be sustained.

The unfortunate outcome is an empty building, at
risk of vandalism and like Campion.  AP

Portas Towns

Tough luck on Leominster, Ledbury, Ross and
Hereford failing to secure a grant under the “Portas
Pilot”. As we said a quarter ago, a huge amount of
volunteer time has been expended trying to obtain a
relatively small grant. In Portas’ column in the
Telegraph 30 June 2012 she claims these town
teams, “empowered groups of stakeholders”…
.”will work together to create business visions for
their communities and implement them”. Isn’t it our
Councillors who are empowered to make decisions
on our behalf – we voted them in? Do we need
more “bodies”? Already we have Hereford 2020,
Hereford Futures, Hereford Business Board et al.

t 01432 352 893
e sales@sashastyle.co.uk
www.sashastyle.co.uk

Blinds | Awnings
Shutters | Soft furnishings 
Fabrics | Curtain poles
Wallpapers | Paint
SHOWROOM AT 

12 Bridge St | Hereford | HR4 9DF

Sasha 
Interiors
styles to inspire



25th April 2012 – Redefining Spiritual Space – Very
Rev Michael Tavinor, Glyn Morgan

The Heritage Lottery Fund contributed several millions
to this £5million project which included conservation
of The Cathedral Barn one of the most significant early
buildings of Hereford dating from 1253. Much of the
intricate and complicated work happened below
ground and out of sight of most. This included such
prosaic items as drainage, IT connections and health
and safety but the greatest expense was on
archaeology protection and excavation.

A successful compromise is achieved and the peaceful
spiritual setting is now also a welcoming public place.
The new railings along Broad Street effectively define
the natural boundaries of Cathedral Close while The
Tree of Life on the west forecourt is a delightfully
understated piece of art that encourages quiet
contemplation. A great credit to all involved. HP

23rd May 2012 – Pubs and CAMRA – Mark Haslam 

The popular Barrels pub in Hereford was a logical
venue for a talk from Mark Haslam of the
Herefordshire branch of CAMRA. He entertained us to
a fascinating statistics fuelled presentation about their
volunteer led work. It’s not just beer festivals - a lot of
support is given to maintain the viability of local pubs.
Community funded buyouts get organised, and advice
given on appropriate legal arrangements and realistic
valuations. In Herefordshire currently there is concern
about the future of the Sun Inn, the Bridge Inn and the
Salmon Inn. Unrealistic values by owners seeking to
obtain change of use to a private dwelling is often a
stumbling block; but this is Mark’s particular expertise
– negotiating a fair value. This popular and vibrant
charity is one of the most successful lobby groups
having changed, and still monitoring, an entire
industry; with the consumption of real ale increasing
each year. When thanking Mark, our Chair suggested
all HCS beer drinkers should join CAMRA as they enjoy
the benefits of good, often local, beer thanks to the
huge effort of a dedicated band of volunteers. JB

27th June 2012 – New ‘Pevsner’ for Herefordshire
– Alan Brooks.

HCS hosted an evening launch at All Saints of the new
edition of Nicholas Pevsner’s ‘Herefordshire’ in the
Buildings of England series which was first published in
1963. Alan Brooks who has done all the very hard
work of visiting, revision, and writing the new version
explained the background to the original editions, and
particularly, the story of Nicholas Pevsner and how he
came to the UK and launched out with Penguin Books
on his production of these invaluable guides.

Alan quoted from Pevsner’s introduction which he had
kept in the revised edition as he felt it still applied -
“There are not many counties in England of which it
can be said that, wherever one goes, there will not be
a mile which is visually unrewarding or painful.” Alan
himself points out ‘if Herefordshire has never been a
particularly rich county, there is a great deal to intrigue
and excite the architectural traveller’. JF

Recent Meetings
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Disclaimer

The views expressed in the letters, reviews,
news and features in this issue are those of the
individual contributors, and do not necessarily
reflect the opinions of members of
Herefordshire Civic Society.

Forth coming events

TUESDAY 4th September 2012 7:00 for 7:30pm
Unit 3 Thorn Business Park, Rotherwas, HR2 6JT
Ruth Kinsella - Amey Herefordshire
News on Connect 2 bridge and other projects and a
short tour of their builders’ yard and salt barn - how
Amey work with Herefordshire Council from the
person who manages the relationship

TUESDAY 26th September 2012 7:00 for 7:30
The Kindle Centre at ASDA, South Wye
A meeting of architectural minds 
Leading local architects show their latest schemes
and discuss their approach to work in the City
Chaired by Nick Jones – Herefordshire’s architectural
pundit

WEDNESDAY 17 October 2012 7:00 for 7:30pm
St.Peter’s and St.James’ Church, St.Owen’s St.
Hereford
AGM followed by 
The State of the City 
Four lively and contrasting presentations – ‘What will
life in Hereford be like in 2032?’

TUESDAY 6th November 2012 9:00 
A day out to Kidderminster
Hosted by the Kidderminster Civic Society who will
be showing us the best of their town including the
new museum of carpet and recently restored
Caldwell Tower.
Meet Merton Meadow carpark for sharing transport
to leave by 9 am

WEDNESDAY 21st November 2012 7:00 for
7:30pm
St.Peter’s and St.James’ Church, St.Owen’s St.
Hereford
Hereford Rail Station
The grade 2 listed station built in 1854-5 after the
Barton Road station was demolished and now in
need of some updating for accessibility. 
An illustrated lecture by Gordon Wood

TUESDAY 18 December 2012 7:00 for 7:15pm
Belmont Abbey, Hereford
Christmas at Belmont Abbey
Hear the history of Pugin’s Belmont Abbey built in
1853 for F R Wegg-Prosser who had recently
converted to Roman Catholicism. Compline at 8 if
you wish -
followed by drinks and mincepies at 8.15. 
Our host for the evening - Father Simon

HCS Contact Details
Secretary: Andree Poppleston, 33 Breinton
Avenue, Hereford  HR4 OJZ  01432 343333
apoppleston@fsmail.net
Chairman: John Bothamley, Treferanon,
St.Weonards, Hereford  HR2 8QF
01981 580002
john@johnbothamley.co.uk
Vice-chairman: Hubert Porte, Springwood,
Madley, Herefordshire  HR2 9NX
01981 250561
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AGM notice
To save paper and postage this panel is our
notification of the AGM to be held at St. Peter’s &
St. James’ Church, St. Owen’s Street, Hereford on
Wednesday 17th October 2012 at 7.00pm for
7.30pm.

Nominations for committee and officer places are
welcome and should be sent to

Andree Poppleston at apoppleston@fsmail.net at 33
Breinton Avenue, Hereford HR4 0JZ

These should arrive by 3rd October 2012 and
include the names of the proposer and seconder.

In addition there will be a vote on the following
changes to our constitution:-

Para 4 Subscriptions – penultimate sentence 
REMOVE "it shall be payable on or before 1
September each year"
CHANGE TO "it shall be payable on joining and on
the anniversary of that date."

Para 7 The Executive Committee
ADD “In the event that there are insufficient
members to provide a full committee then no less
than three members may run the Society to the best
of their abilities in the meantime.”

Long term committee members to retire at next AGM
Andree Poppleston, Ginny Garman, Jean Ellis and Hubert Porte

After many years of enthusiastic service to the Society four stalwart members are resigning; their
contributions of expertise, sound judgement  and dedicated work over the years has allowed the Society to
flourish; the sometimes tedious chores that have to be done, have just happened. Andree has perused
thousands of planning applications and brought to our attention those that she feels we should comment
upon; Ginny has long attended to governance issues and booked countless speakers ensuring a varied
programme for many years; Jean has kept the membership records and been the tireless pursuer of late
subscriptions; and Hubert, the reliable and vigilant agitator on Council plans and policies.

And all of them much more.  Many thanks. JB

Which means we need new members for the team – it needn’t be laborious
and is often fun.

We endeavour to divide the work up and play to each others’ strengths.

Please call me to talk about it - John Bothamley - 01981 580002 –
john@johnbothamley.co.uk


